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10 Things Parents can do to help their kids
wrestle their Best
Read the blog- 10 Ways Parents can help their kids wrestle their best

Learn about the Kids Mindset Program

1. Verbally & Non-verbally communicate you believe in them. Kyle Dake said his mom told

him he could do anything dozens of times every day!

2. Verbally & Non-verbally communicate that you accept them, love them, & are proud of

them NO MATTER WHAT. Reinforce winning, perfection, & success are much lower on

your priority list than their fun, happiness, & enjoyment- you might be surprised how much

more success this brings with it.

3. Praise their performance, not their outcome. You want to complement a kid for positive

qualities like wrestling hard, taking chances, going for moves, staying positive, maintaining

composure, never quitting, etc. The wrestler mastering these qualities will eventually be

the one who succeeds. Complementing them too much for winning teaches them that

winning is all that matters, and by default losing disappoints you. 

Read all 10- http://www.wrestlingmindset.com/blog/10-things-parents-can-do-
to-help-their-kids-wrestle-their-best

KIDS MINDSET PROGRAMS:



KIDS MINDSET PROGRAMS:

http://www.wrestlingmindsetcourse.com/product/premium-kids-mindset-
program-olympic-mindset-lessons-for-kids/

Schedule your Free Mindset Trial Session NOW and start thinking, training and competing

like a Champion!

Listen to what Wrestling Mindset Clients (District, State and National Champions) are

saying about the Wrestling Mindset Program. 
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